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Abstract

A simple formula is presented that, for any given local divergence-type conservation law

of a system of partial or ordinary differential equations (PDE, ODE), generates a divergence

expression involving an arbitrary function of all independent variables. In the cases when

the new flux vector is a local expression inequivalent to the initial local conservation law

flux vector, a new local conservation law is obtained. For ODEs, this can yield additional

integrated factors. Examples of systems of differential equations are presented for which

the proposed new relationship yields important local conservation laws starting from basic

ones. Examples include a nonlinear ODE and several fundamental physical PDE models, in

particular, general classes of nonlinear wave and diffusion equations, vorticity-type equations,

and a shear wave propagation model in hyper-viscoelastic fiber-reinforced solids.

1 Introduction

Consider a system of differential equations (DE) R given by

Rσ[u] = 0, σ = 1, . . . , N, (1.1)

with independent variable(s) z = {zi}ni=1 and dependent variable(s) u = {uk(z)}mk=1.

Definition 1. A local divergence-type conservation law of R is given by a divergence expression

DiΨ
i[u] = 0 (1.2)

that vanishes for all solutions u(z) of the system (1.1).

In (1.2), Ψi[u] are the conservation law fluxes, and

Di ≡ Dzi =
∂

∂zi
+ uji

∂

∂uj
+ ujii1

∂

∂uji1

+ ujii1i2
∂

∂uji1i2

+ · · · (1.3)
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